
DECLARATION OF ANTHONY FAST  
PURSUANT TO 28 U.S.C. § 1746 

  
I, Anthony Fast, hereby state that I have personal knowledge of the facts set forth below 

and am competent to testify about them. If called as a witness, I could and would testify as 
follows: 

 
1. I am over 18 years old.  I live in Lawrence, Kansas. 

2. I am self-employed as a bitcoin and marketing and social media consultant.  I 

graduated with honors from Washburn University with a B.A. in mass media and public 

relations.    

3. I worked at BF Labs, Inc. (“Butterfly Labs”) from February 2013 to July 2013 at 

its location at 10770 El Monte, Overland Park, Kansas.  I decided to leave Butterfly Labs 

because of my concerns about how the business was being operated.  I was not terminated from 

the company.   

4. My maternal uncle David McClain, Account Manager at Butterfly Labs, offered 

me a job at Butterfly Labs.  I started out assisting him with his duties, which included dealing 

with sale and order inquiries.  Within a few weeks, I became Marketing Manager, given my 

background in marketing and social media.  In that capacity, I reported directly to Jeff Ownby, 

Vice President of Marketing, but continued to assist my uncle with his duties.  During my time at 

Butterfly Labs, I shared an office with my uncle. 

5. I had numerous job duties during my time at Butterfly Labs.  I interfaced with 

consumers over social media and over the telephone and also directed refund requests to the 

employee who handled them.   

6. I assisted with social media marketing on various forums, including Twitter, 

Reddit, and Facebook.  I posted about positive developments at Butterfly Labs on Twitter and 

Facebook and also dealt with customer complaints or backlash to the posts.     
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7. I also drafted content for websites that were owned and operated by Butterfly 

Labs, but did not represent to the public that the company owned them, including 

www.bitcoinminer.com and www.bitcoinmining.com.  On www.bitcoinmining.com, I drafted 

the section on mining hardware.  A true and correct copy of the material I drafted on mining 

hardware as it appears in the Internet Archive is attached as ATTACHMENT A.  On 

www.bitcoinminer.com, I drafted all posts between the dates of April 9, 2013, and May 31, 

2013.  True and correct copies of the pages on which my posts appeared as maintained in the 

Internet Archive are attached as ATTACHMENT B. 

8. In April 2013, I drafted an email that the company sent to consumers stating that 

the company was shipping machines when it was not actually shipping.  The only machines that 

went out n April were Jalapenos, the lowest powered machines, and they went only to media and 

industry testers, not to customers.    

9. When I began working at the company, it had a backlog of Bitforce sales and had 

not shipped any products.  Some consumers had been waiting approximately eight or nine 

months for their machines.  The phone was ringing off the hook with customer complaints and 

inquiries about when they would receive their machines.  When I began working at the company, 

my uncle was one of the few people who handled phone inquiries.  I began helping him.  

Because there were so few people who handled the phone inquiries, we often were unable to 

return calls and respond to messages.   

10. The company also received numerous such complaints and inquiries over email 

and through social media.  The company inbox, office@butterflylabs.com received at least a 

couple thousand emails from customers every day.  There was not adequate staff to address all of 

the inquiries.  As a result, Jody Drake at some point instructed us to archive any emails from 
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customers asking about when they would get their machines because the only thing with which 

we could provide these customers was a guestimate of the shipment date.      

11. The company created canned responses for certain customer email inquiries.  The 

canned response for inquiries about when a consumer would receive his or her order was within 

two months, even at a time when the company barely had a working prototype of its first 

generation machine, lowest-powered machine.  The two-month time period was also provided to 

customers who called to ask for updates.  During my time at the company, I observed that other 

employees would provide customers with the two-month timeframe, and my uncle also advised 

me that this was the company policy.   

12. Based on my observations, the company had no basis for providing a two-month 

timeframe to consumers.  It did not appear to be tied to the supply chain or engineering timeline, 

since, as mentioned before, the company barely had a prototype of a 65 nm machine up and 

running.  On various occasions, I asked what the basis for the two-month timeline was, and no 

one gave me a straight answer.  

13. I raised a concern that consumers were not adequately apprised of potential 

delays.  I had a long discussion with Sonny Vleiseides, Mr. Ownby, and Mr. McClain.  I 

suggested providing more information in the terms of service.  They dismissed my suggestion.  

The reason provided was that they did not want consumers to know that they would have to wait 

so long for the machines.    

14. At Butterfly Labs, the process of running a bitcoin mining machine on the live 

network and putting the yield into an account is called “burning in.”  I assisted in setting up 

machines for burn in.  The practice of burring in machines that were to be shipped to consumers 

began as soon as the first prototype was completed in April 2013.  I could tell that the first 
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prototype was mining, and I asked Mr. McClain where the bitcoins were going.  He explained 

that the bitcoins were going to Josh Zerlan to repay him for a prior business deal.   

15. Often, machines were burned in for around 12 to 24 hours.  Sometimes, they were 

burned in over the weekend.  On various occasions, I remember leaving the office on Friday and 

returning on Monday and observing that the same machines that were burning in on Friday were 

still burning in on Monday.   

16. I raised concerns to Mr. Ownby and Mr. McClain about the fact that the machines 

were being operated on the live network as opposed to being tested on the test net.  I was told 

that the matter was not up for discussion and that the company practice of burning the machines 

in would continue.  

17. It was my understanding that the company’s pre-order model was based upon 

locking consumers in so that they could not take their money elsewhere and buy a different 

product.  Mr. Vleisides explained this in a meeting.  The general thinking was that in order to 

make the highest yield off of a new machine, the customer would have to be high in the order 

queue for the machine, i.e., be one of the first to receive it; by the time the customer received a 

refund from Butterfly Labs, the customer would not be able to redirect the refunded money in 

time to secure a high place in the order queue at another company.    

18. When I was at the company, consumers obtained most refunds through PayPal 

reversals, not because the company voluntarily agreed to provide refunds.  To mollify consumers 

about the delays, the company offered an upgrade from the 5 GH/s machine to a 7 GH/s machine 

if the consumer agreed to pay an additional $150.  However, it was company policy to only 

allow consumers to pay for the upgrade in bitcoin or by bank wire and not through PayPal 

because PayPal reversed charges.  
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What is Bitcoin Mining? » Bitcoin Mining Hardware

https://web.archive.org/web/20130613105953/http:/www.bitcoinmining.com/bitcoin-mining-hardware/[11/19/2014 3:33:48 PM]

Bitcoin profitability calculator Blog FAQ About Us

What is 
Bitcoin Mining?

What is 
Bitcoin

Getting 
started

Bitcoin 
Mining Pools

Bitcoin 
Mining Software

Bitcoin 
Mining Hardware

The process of mining Bitcoins has evolved dramatically since their inception in 2009.

At first, miners could only use their central processing unit (CPU) to mine, but this was not very power
efficient and bogged down the system resources of the host computer. Miners then moved on to using the
graphical processing unit (GPU) in computer graphics cards as they were able to hash data much faster
than CPU's, around 50x to 100x, and this required less power. Eventually, the Bitcoin mining industry
recognized the need for special equipment and this led to the development of field-programmable gate
arrays (FPGA's). These FPGA's were specialized machines that repurposed existing technology and
attached to computers using a USB connection while using much less power during mining than GPU's and
helped to free up system resources on their host computers.

Today, application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC) miners are the new wave in the evolution of mining Bitcoin. These ASIC machines mine at
unprecedented speeds, from 5GH/s to 1,500 GH/s, while consuming much less power than FPGA or GPU mining rigs, but are only available
from a few manufacturers such as Butterfly Labs and Avalon at this time.

Butterfly Labs produces the most cost-efficient and power-efficient mining hardware in the industry available for both entry-level miners and experienced
miners alike. Their smallest model, the Bitforce ASIC SC 5GH/s model is priced at $274 and is a great choice for those just getting started mining Bitcoin
because they offer greater speed and reduced power consumption as opposed to GPU and FPGA mining. Additionally, Butterfly Labs offers a vast array of
ASIC miners that include a 25GH/s, 50GH/s, and an unprecedented 1,500 GH/s model.
For more information go to: www.butterflylabs.com.

Avalon also produces ASIC miners that run at speeds greater than 65 GH/s and use a modular case system that allows users to add another 20 GH/s at a
later time. However, they release their machines in batches and their machines use more power than the Butterfly Labs machines running at similar speeds.
At this time, all ASIC miners produced by Avalon have been reserved and there is no announcement on future availability.
For more information go to: http://launch.avalon-asics.com/#home
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Bitcoin Miner

http://bitcoinminer.com/page/5[11/19/2014 3:34:42 PM]

I mine for Bitcoin. I show
what I run under the
hood and what others
who mine Bitcoin are up
to. I'm also on Twitter,
follow @BitcoinMiner
Got something to add?
Feel free to submit a post
of your own.

Archive
Ask me
anything
Submit
Search

May 1st, 2014 at 7:45PM

Innosilicon Unveils The A2
“Terminator,” 28nm 1.8MH/s
ASIC

Chinese chipmaker Innosilicon recently announced the launch of a new
line of highly efficient 28nm scrypt ASICs. The manufacturer claims that
their new A2 Terminator line delivers 1.6 to 1.8MH/s at 10 Watts per
chip. If the specs are accurate and the boards reliable, the Terminator
line represents a major step forward for scrypt-based ASICs, allowing for
boxes with up to 150MHs with a 1KW power supply and reduced cooling
requirements.

Compared to the graphics card-based systems used by many scryp-based
cryptocurrency miners, the A2 Terminator provides twice the hash power

http://bitcoinminer.com/
http://bitcoinminer.com/archive
http://bitcoinminer.com/ask
http://bitcoinminer.com/submit
http://twitter.com/bitcoinminer
http://www.bitcoinminer.com/submit
http://bitcoinminer.com/archive
http://bitcoinminer.com/ask
http://bitcoinminer.com/ask
http://bitcoinminer.com/submit
http://www.butterflylabs.com/
http://bitcoinminer.com/post/84483730004/innosilicon-unveils-the-a2-terminator-28nm-1-8mh-s
http://www.innosilicon.com/A2.htm
http://www.innosilicon.com/A2.htm
http://takemybitcoins.tv/
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2 notes

at 40 times less energy costs.

That said, these powerful chips aren’t exactly cheap. Innosilicon resellers
are already pricing the 75MHs miner at $12,500. Given the recent
increase in Litecoin network difficulty and last week’s halving of the
Dogecoin reward from 250,000Ð to 125,000Ð, the powerful, low-power
chips will be begrudgingly welcomed in the alt-coin mining community
even at such a high price. The A2 and its inevitable clones may well be
future of scrypt mining this year.

The promotional video for the A2 can be seen here:
http://youtu.be/dXA_pV9CyMk

April 29th, 2014 at 11:20AM

Customers irate as KnCMiner
“Super Jupiter” shipments arrive
broken

http://www.butterflylabs.com/
http://bitcoinminer.com/post/84483730004/innosilicon-unveils-the-a2-terminator-28nm-1-8mh-s
http://bitcoinminer.com/post/84483730004/innosilicon-unveils-the-a2-terminator-28nm-1-8mh-s

http://youtu.be/dXA_pV9CyMk
http://bitcoinminer.com/post/84241185934/customers-irate-as-kncminer-super-jupiter-shipments
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1 note

Image: https://www.flickr.com/photos/mrbill/

Swedish mining hardware developer KnCMiner has been flooded with
customer complaints over the last week as shipments of their “Super
Jupiter” miners have been arriving broken and damaged. Originally
offered to customers who were upset with delays in the release of the
soon-to-be released Neptune mining rig line, the 3 TH/s ASIC Super
Jupiter was intended to be a powerful short-term solution to a rapidly
rising hashrate and diving profits.

KnCMiner noted the problem on their website yesterday, citing improperly
secured packaging as the problem.

So last week we really messed up. We sent out products to our
customers which arrived broken, damaged and quite frankly unusable.
… There is no way our customers should have to suffer because of our
mistake in not properly securing the components during shipment.

The company said it is operating under the assumption that all shipments
were damaged, and will send replacement cards to all customers. The
company is not requesting the return of damaged units, and will be
providing video tutorials on manually replacing damaged cards.

http://bitcoinminer.com/post/84241185934/customers-irate-as-kncminer-super-jupiter-shipments
http://bitcoinminer.com/post/84241185934/customers-irate-as-kncminer-super-jupiter-shipments
https://www.flickr.com/photos/mrbill/
https://www.kncminer.com/news/news-86
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April 25th, 2014 at 9:35AM

The world of Bitcoin Miners
In addition, at the beginning of the year gaming giant Zynga took a
partnership with Bitpay to accept Bitcoins for in-game purchases on a
great deal of its web-based games.  What’s even more mind-blowing for
some is the fact that many companies around the world have offered to
pay staff salaries with the popular crypto currency that even has its very
own ATM.

http://bitcoin-miner.com/,  http://www.bitcoinminingblog.com/

March 3rd, 2014 at 2:16PM

Bitcoin and The Valley - a strong
alliance
It’s no secret for anyone that Bitcoin and The Valley are creating a strong
alliance as days go by. Korbit handles Bitcoin transactions currently
charging 2% commission on any KRW (South Korean Won) to BTC
(Bitcoin). As of now, Korbit is only trading  in KRW and BTC but hope to
add more currencies in the near future. In addition to The Valley’s
interest, the Bitcoin industry has also seen support from Korea’s more
traditional banking infrastructure such as the Banks Foundation for Young
Entrepreneurs, a group established by the country’s most important
banking alliance.

http://www.bitcoinmininghardware.com/blog/

February 17th, 2014 at 1:14PM

New Bitcoin Payment Through
BitPay
Bitcoin, the cryptographic protocol that operates on a peer-to peer
network, is without a doubt growing in popularity with every passing day.

http://bitcoinminer.com/post/83825828562/the-world-of-bitcoin-miners
http://bitcoinminer.com/post/83825828562/the-world-of-bitcoin-miners
http://bitcoinminer.com/post/83825828562/the-world-of-bitcoin-miners
http://bitcoin-miner.com/,%C2%A0
http://www.bitcoinminingblog.com/
http://bitcoinminer.com/post/78479330069/bitcoin-and-the-valley-a-strong-alliance
http://www.bitcoinmininghardware.com/blog/
http://bitcoinminer.com/post/76992752445/new-bitcoin-payment-through-bitpay
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2 notes

10 notes

Anonymous asked: I want to start
bitcoin and lite coin minning what do
I need

1 note

This decentralized digital money is used as a currency and allows for
direct transactions between users. Now, Verotel, the leading Internet
Payment Service Provider (IPSP) specialized in online credit card payment
processing for high risk businesses, has started to take Bitcoin payments
via BitPay.

Check this: https://bitpay.com/ and
https://www.weusecoins.com/en/getting-started

May 31st, 2013 at 2:15PM

Mining on an original Nintendo
I don’t recommend this, but I think it is a really cool concept and these
people put a lot of work into making this happen. And no, don’t use your
gaming systems to mine Bitcoins, that includes your XBOX 360, PS3,
Atari, etc. This is just a cool concept that I thought some might enjoy.

http://retrominer.com/

May 31st, 2013 at 1:18PM

Check out www.bitcoinmining.com and http://litecoin.org/  

May 9th, 2013 at 10:42PM

http://bitcoinminer.com/post/76992752445/new-bitcoin-payment-through-bitpay
http://bitcoinminer.com/post/76992752445/new-bitcoin-payment-through-bitpay
http://bitcoinminer.com/post/51828962197/mining-on-an-original-nintendo
http://bitcoinminer.com/post/51828962197/mining-on-an-original-nintendo
http://bitcoinminer.com/post/51824822870/i-want-to-start-bitcoin-and-lite-coin-minning-what-do-i
http://bitcoinminer.com/post/51824822870/i-want-to-start-bitcoin-and-lite-coin-minning-what-do-i
https://bitpay.com/
https://www.weusecoins.com/en/getting-started
http://bitcoinminer.com/post/51828962197/mining-on-an-original-nintendo
http://retrominer.com/
http://bitcoinminer.com/post/51824822870/i-want-to-start-bitcoin-and-lite-coin-minning-what-do-i
http://www.bitcoinmining.com/
http://litecoin.org/
http://bitcoinminer.com/post/50072544589/what-is-bitcoin-mining
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Anonymous asked: What is bitcoin-
mining?

1 note

Anonymous asked: So how do I
actually start mining in a pool? Is
there a list of pools somewhere,
hopefully with ranking by payout
share, etc? I have the default
program installed and updated:
Bitcoin version v0.8.1-beta, and
there's nothing about mining solo OR
in a pool, and didn't even have an
option to create a new Wallet, which
some other vague instructional
inclined. My system: Radeon
7950+Intel 3570K+16GB 2400MHz
DDR3.

Good question. There’s a long explanation and a short explanation. I’ve
tried to explain this to my friends and people I meet who ask about it,
but normally their eyes just gloss over after about 5 minutes.

I’m going to refer to a website I found that explains it fairly well in an
easy to understand manner. Check out www.bitcoinmining.com and watch
the video. It gives you an idea but you really need to do more research
as it has become much more advanced since I started mining.

Thanks for the question. I think you may have given me an idea for a
new post to write about.

April 23rd, 2013 at 10:10AM

http://bitcoinminer.com/post/50072544589/what-is-bitcoin-mining
http://bitcoinminer.com/post/50072544589/what-is-bitcoin-mining
http://www.bitcoinmining.com/
http://bitcoinminer.com/post/48702238535/so-how-do-i-actually-start-mining-in-a-pool-is-there
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2 notes

2 notes

Try using BFGMiner: https://github.com/luke-jr/bfgminer

You just need to find a pool and join it. Here is a list of
pools:https://en.bitcoin.it/wiki/Comparison_of_mining_pools

April 16th, 2013 at 12:12PM

Great article on AMD Radeon vs
Nvidia GPU’s: Gaming vs. Mining
http://www.extremetech.com/computing/153467-amd-destroys-nvidia-
bitcoin-mining

« Newer posts     Older posts »

Brutal Simplicity theme by Kevin Burg

Page 5 of 28

http://bitcoinminer.com/post/48702238535/so-how-do-i-actually-start-mining-in-a-pool-is-there
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http://www.extremetech.com/computing/153467-amd-destroys-nvidia-bitcoin-mining
http://bitcoinminer.com/page/4
http://kevin.tumblr.com/
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I mine for Bitcoin. I show
what I run under the
hood and what others
who mine Bitcoin are up
to. I'm also on Twitter,
follow @BitcoinMiner
Got something to add?
Feel free to submit a post
of your own.

Archive
Ask me
anything
Submit
Search

Anonymous asked: I have an older
1.6 gig box with older decent
graphics card. If I join a pool (slush)
is it worth it to even try for solving a
block or two? Electricity high and
outdated hardware. Box will be
dedicated, stay on always though. I
started programming Bitcoin API stuff
into ecommerce app, and became
interested for the novelty of it at this
point. Great site man. Thanks.

1 note

April 16th, 2013 at 11:46AM

Thank you for the kind words and fellow interest in Bitcoins and mining. I
try to do my best but run a little behind answering questions from time to
time as I get so many. I would say that in your situation it all depends on
what kind of graphics card you are using as that is the main determinant.
I wouldn’t say that it would be worthless to try, but that you are probably
going to end up paying more in electricity than you make in Bitcoin on
average.

Check out this site to see what your GPU can do:
https://en.bitcoin.it/wiki/Mining_hardware_comparison

And check out this site to get an idea of how profitable/unprofitable it
would be:
http://www.bitcoinx.com/profit/ 

http://bitcoinminer.com/
http://bitcoinminer.com/archive
http://bitcoinminer.com/ask
http://bitcoinminer.com/submit
http://twitter.com/bitcoinminer
http://www.bitcoinminer.com/submit
http://bitcoinminer.com/archive
http://bitcoinminer.com/ask
http://bitcoinminer.com/ask
http://bitcoinminer.com/submit
http://www.butterflylabs.com/
http://bitcoinminer.com/post/48134761327/i-have-an-older-1-6-gig-box-with-older-decent-graphics
http://bitcoinminer.com/post/48134761327/i-have-an-older-1-6-gig-box-with-older-decent-graphics
http://bitcoinminer.com/post/48134761327/i-have-an-older-1-6-gig-box-with-older-decent-graphics
https://en.bitcoin.it/wiki/Mining_hardware_comparison
http://www.bitcoinx.com/profit/
http://takemybitcoins.tv/
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1 note

Anonymous asked: I am apologize if
this is a repeat question, but I cannot
find any answer to this one
anywhere. I was curious I started bit
mining yesterday just for something
to do, and its going at .0079 BTC/
day. At this rate it will take roughly
130 days to make 1 BTC. Now with
say the Asic 50 Gh/s according to the
calculators I will earn roughly 3.2
BTC/ day. My question being if I
make the investment wil I actually
see an improvement if everyone else

April 16th, 2013 at 11:09AM

Mining Profitability and Hardware
Spec Links
I just wanted to post a couple of handy links for everyone as I get a lot
of questions regarding the efficiency/profitability of mining an various
hardware.

This calculator will help you estimate the profitability of mining depending
on a variety of factors:
http://www.bitcoinx.com/profit/

And this link will help you compare the specs of various mining hardware,
like GPU’s, FPGA’s, and ASIC’s.
https://en.bitcoin.it/wiki/Mining_hardware_comparison

Hope that helps. Stay calm and mine on!

April 16th, 2013 at 9:40AM

http://www.butterflylabs.com/
http://bitcoinminer.com/post/48132680818/mining-profitability-and-hardware-spec-links
http://bitcoinminer.com/post/48132680818/mining-profitability-and-hardware-spec-links
http://bitcoinminer.com/post/48132680818/mining-profitability-and-hardware-spec-links
http://www.bitcoinx.com/profit/
https://en.bitcoin.it/wiki/Mining_hardware_comparison
http://bitcoinminer.com/post/48127738721/i-am-apologize-if-this-is-a-repeat-question-but-i
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does the same thing? Is it relative to
others hardware?

Anonymous asked: Complete newb
here: I have a pretty basic box - i5
2400 processor, 1Gb nVidia 550Ti,
and 12Gb Memory. Worth joining a
pool with this thing? And if so, what
sort of return/timeframe would I
expect?

2 notes

Good question. The difficulty will go up as more hashing power comes
online so it is relative. However, I would contend that it would still mine
faster than what you have at the moment given what you have stated.

Here is a really good calculator I recommend that will help predict your
profitability depending on a number of factors, such as network hash rate,
difficulty, your hash rate, power usage, etc.

http://www.bitcoinx.com/profit/ 

April 16th, 2013 at 9:05AM

With the exception of the new ASIC’s that are coming out, mining is
dependent on the GPU that you are using and nVidia GPU’s are not nearly
as good at processing the complex mathematical equations that are
necessary for mining as ATI Radeon cards are.

I recommend Bitcoinx: http://www.bitcoinx.com/profit/
It is a great way to help determine your profitability considering a number
of factors. 

http://bitcoinminer.com/post/48125879373/complete-newb-here-i-have-a-pretty-basic-box-i5-2400
http://bitcoinminer.com/post/48125879373/complete-newb-here-i-have-a-pretty-basic-box-i5-2400
http://www.bitcoinx.com/profit/
http://bitcoinminer.com/post/48125879373/complete-newb-here-i-have-a-pretty-basic-box-i5-2400
http://www.bitcoinx.com/profit/
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Anonymous asked: I've got a gaming
rig I built awhile back with a phenom
II and a Radeon 6850. Do you think
this rig would be good enough to turn
a profit?

Anonymous asked: Now that the
Avalon machines have entered the
hash pool and the BFL rigs are soon
to be released, how do you think it
will effect the small miners doing this
as a hobby or even second source of
income? Is it worth entering the hash
pool with GPU rigs?

April 16th, 2013 at 9:02AM

It all depends on how much you pay for electricity, really. From what I
know the 6850 hashes around 250 MH/s, which isn’t much, especially
considering the recent moves of the market, so it is going to be a tossup
at that speed right now and almost irrelevant once the ASIC’s come out
on the scene. While I’m all into Bitcoin, this may be a case at some point
where you would be better off mining Litecoin and exchanging that for
Bitcoin.

April 16th, 2013 at 8:56AM

It will be interesting to see the effects of the ASIC releases on
small/hobbyist miners. I would not recommend entering the pool by
buying a new GPU rig right now, but if you already have a setup that
hashes well then I would still run it until it is no longer profitable. But if
you are looking to invest money at this time, I would put it into an ASIC
if I were you, as there will be a much better chance of recouping your
investment and profiting faster. Of course, there are always other
indicators that may change along the way, but that is how I see it at this

http://bitcoinminer.com/post/48125715939/ive-got-a-gaming-rig-i-built-awhile-back-with-a-phenom
http://bitcoinminer.com/post/48125389841/now-that-the-avalon-machines-have-entered-the-hash-pool
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1 note

Anonymous asked: nvidea

Anonymous asked: I couldn´t find
any guide about how to go solo
mining. every page says that is
possible to go solo, but only explains
poolmining. the only guide about solo
mining is too old and doesn´t work
anymore. is there another way to do
that or can u only go pool mining?

moment.

April 15th, 2013 at 10:46AM

Nope. ATI Radeon cards are the best GPU’s out there for performing the
complex mathematical equations that mining requires.

For a list of average hardware mining specs:
https://en.bitcoin.it/wiki/Mining_hardware_comparison 

April 15th, 2013 at 10:44AM

I do not recommend solo mining anymore, although it is still possible.
Your best and most profitable course of action would be to join a pool at
this time.

http://bitcoinminer.com/post/48125389841/now-that-the-avalon-machines-have-entered-the-hash-pool
http://bitcoinminer.com/post/48125389841/now-that-the-avalon-machines-have-entered-the-hash-pool
http://bitcoinminer.com/post/48051675181/nvidea
https://en.bitcoin.it/wiki/Mining_hardware_comparison
http://bitcoinminer.com/post/48051577697/i-couldn-t-find-any-guide-about-how-to-go-solo-mining
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Anonymous asked: Do you think the
Bitforce products will ever actually
ship? It looks like they've been "two
months away" for a year. If/when
they do, do you think that the value
of Bitcoins will crash when everyone
is mining at 10x-100x the rate that
they previously were?

Anonymous asked: What do you think
of Butterfly Labs' 5 GH/s Bitcoin
Miner for someone on a budget?

April 15th, 2013 at 10:36AM

I do believe they will ship soon. Yes, they have had some delays but as
I’ve said before, this is somewhat uncharted territory for ASIC
development and I expected some issues along the way. Now, this is just
an educated guess, but I do believe the opposite will happen and the
Bitcoin price will go up with better, faster miners out there. Of course,
that could always change depending on a number of factors that don’t
simply depend on the network hash rate, as Bitcoin has shown that it is
still a volatile market in its relative infancy and subject to a number of
factors that dictate its price.

April 15th, 2013 at 10:23AM

I think the Butterfly Labs 5GH/s miners are perfect for someone on a
budget as they will provide the most bang for your buck, so to speak, as
compared to what you would get from putting together a mining rig with
GPU cards that could become obsolete soon after they start shipping
ASIC’s. There is nobody out there in the industry that is putting that kind
of power into a mining machine for that low of an entry-level price. Just

http://bitcoinminer.com/post/48051124814/do-you-think-the-bitforce-products-will-ever-actually
http://bitcoinminer.com/post/48050376906/what-do-you-think-of-butterfly-labs-5-gh-s-bitcoin
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have to be patient right now.
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I mine for Bitcoin. I show
what I run under the
hood and what others
who mine Bitcoin are up
to. I'm also on Twitter,
follow @BitcoinMiner
Got something to add?
Feel free to submit a post
of your own.

Archive
Ask me
anything
Submit
Search

Anonymous asked: Is it too late to
start mining as of 4/16/13 or should i
just give up and accept the fact that i
missed the bus.

1 note

Anonymous asked: with all those
equipments turned on, wont it spend
a ton of electricity? Were i live we
pay for the ammount we use. could
that be a big problem to me? TY

April 15th, 2013 at 10:05AM

I definitely do not think that is too late, but you must be smart about
your initial investment and how long you expect to recoup that money
before you start making a profit. Here is a good calculator that I
recommend: http://www.bitcoinx.com/profit/.

April 15th, 2013 at 9:09AM

It all depends on what kind of equipment you are using and how much
your electrical utility provider charges you for usage. With the new ASIC’s
coming out, power usage is much less pronounced than previous FPGA

http://bitcoinminer.com/
http://bitcoinminer.com/archive
http://bitcoinminer.com/ask
http://bitcoinminer.com/submit
http://twitter.com/bitcoinminer
http://www.bitcoinminer.com/submit
http://bitcoinminer.com/archive
http://bitcoinminer.com/ask
http://bitcoinminer.com/ask
http://bitcoinminer.com/submit
http://www.butterflylabs.com/
http://bitcoinminer.com/post/48049361693/is-it-too-late-to-start-mining-as-of-4-16-13-or-should
http://bitcoinminer.com/post/48049361693/is-it-too-late-to-start-mining-as-of-4-16-13-or-should
http://bitcoinminer.com/post/48049361693/is-it-too-late-to-start-mining-as-of-4-16-13-or-should
http://www.bitcoinx.com/profit/
http://bitcoinminer.com/post/48046449422/with-all-those-equipments-turned-on-wont-it-spend-a
http://takemybitcoins.tv/
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1 note

Anonymous asked: I'm thinking about
buying a BFL 25GH/s miner. I also
emailed them about when I should
anticipate the arrival of my miner,
and they said it should be somewhere
around mid-july. Do you think that
this technology will become obsolete
by then?

Anonymous asked: Are ASICs almost
"plug&play" or do they require some
solid knowledge (code/electronics...)
? (noob speaking, but i've been
lurking for a moment now)

rigs or mining from GPU cards. There is a very good calculator out there
for you to get a better idea of what your cost would be considering a lot
of factors, to include power: http://www.bitcoinx.com/profit/

April 15th, 2013 at 9:04AM

While I expect the difficulty to rise once BFL releases their ASIC’s, I
definitely do not believe that the technology will be obsolete by then,
especially since there are very few players in the ASIC market at this
time.

April 15th, 2013 at 9:00AM

They are essentially “plug and play”, as you will generally just need to
attach most of them to your computer via USB, much like the FPGA

http://www.butterflylabs.com/
http://bitcoinminer.com/post/48046449422/with-all-those-equipments-turned-on-wont-it-spend-a
http://bitcoinminer.com/post/48046449422/with-all-those-equipments-turned-on-wont-it-spend-a
http://www.bitcoinx.com/profit/
http://bitcoinminer.com/post/48046192078/im-thinking-about-buying-a-bfl-25gh-s-miner-i-also
http://bitcoinminer.com/post/48045990721/are-asics-almost-plug-play-or-do-they-require-some
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Anonymous asked: Thoughts on
litecoins (assuming you've heard of
them) and getting into mining these
instead of bitcoins in regards to
getting a special rig to mine them?

Anonymous asked: How do I mine
solo on my own with a Mac?

miners from the previous generation. From there, you just need to make
sure that the correct drivers are installed, which “should” happen
automatically, and then download and use your preferred mining
software, such as CGMiner or BFGMiner, although there are others out
there as well. You shouldn’t have to worry too much about coding or
electronics knowledge.

April 10th, 2013 at 7:54AM

I’ve definitely heard of Litecoin but my money and mining equipment is
focused entirely on Bitcoin at this time. I look at Litecoin as possibly
being the future “silver” to Bitcoins “gold”, but at this time it is still more
profitable for me to mine Bitcoins. I may change some rigs over to
Litecoin once I get my ASIC’s in, but that all depends on the market at
the time. 

You don’t necessarily need a special rig to mine Litecoins as it can be
done on any computer that is already GPU mining, but at this time it
would not work on many FPGA rigs because they generally do not have
enough RAM and mining Litecoin is RAM intensive. 

April 10th, 2013 at 7:48AM

http://bitcoinminer.com/post/47622268415/thoughts-on-litecoins-assuming-youve-heard-of-them
http://bitcoinminer.com/post/47621998345/how-do-i-mine-solo-on-my-own-with-a-mac
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1 note

 asked: I'm interested
in getting a BFL Mini Rig SC and
putting it in a colo facility. Any advice
or things to be aware of? I've heard
they are $30k. That right? How much
power do they consume? Is it the
best mining rig available? Thx!

It depends on what kind of GPU your Mac is running. If it is Radeon, then
you can just download your choice of bitcoin mining software, like
CGMiner or BFGminer for example, and begin mining. If it does not run
the Radeon chipset, then you probably won’t have much hashing power to
mine profitably. Also, I would NOT recommend mining on a laptop as they
do not dissipate heat well and you have far more potential to burn out
your laptop and lose that investment than you do by making any money
mining. The next best choice would be to find a used FPGA rig and attach
it to your Mac through USB and it will do all the heavy lifting. However,
spend your money wisely as the difficulty and hash rate of the network
will continue to rise as more ASIC’s come online.

Here’s a very good list of expected hash rates of current equipment on
the market: https://en.bitcoin.it/wiki/Mining_hardware_comparison

Here is a good calculator for predicting the profitability of your mining
equipment:
http://www.bitcoinx.com/profit/ 

April 9th, 2013 at 2:53PM

According to the stats on Butterfly Lab’s webpage, the BFL Mini Rig will
be the most powerful miner in the industry, running at 1,500 GH/s. From
what I know, there is nothing out there in the market at this time that
will compete with that hashing ability. As for power specs, I hear they are
still working out some issues and the power specs have not been finalized
yet. While I know that there are some people out there who are wary of
BFL, I have ordered FPGA’s from them before with no problems and I
have current orders with them for ASIC’s that I fully expect to be fulfilled
due to my previous experience. Just have to be patient.

http://bitcoinminer.com/post/47621998345/how-do-i-mine-solo-on-my-own-with-a-mac
http://bitcoinminer.com/post/47621998345/how-do-i-mine-solo-on-my-own-with-a-mac
http://bitcoinminer.com/post/47567066247/im-interested-in-getting-a-bfl-mini-rig-sc-and-putting
https://en.bitcoin.it/wiki/Mining_hardware_comparison
http://www.bitcoinx.com/profit/
http://bitcoinminer.com/post/47567066247/im-interested-in-getting-a-bfl-mini-rig-sc-and-putting
https://products.butterflylabs.com/homepage/1500gh-bitcoin-miner.html
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2 notes

Anonymous asked: If I know nothing
about mining, or computers for that
matter, can I start mining? Are there
instructions?

Anonymous asked: when i am using
GUIminer, it keep saying
"Openclminer" id not definded, so
what can i do?

Anonymous asked: What time is it?

April 9th, 2013 at 12:42PM

There are many places on the web that you can search for answers. A
good place to start would be
here: https://www.weusecoins.com/en/mining-guide

April 9th, 2013 at 12:01PM

If you get an error about OpenCL, you need to install an OpenCL package
from your GPU vendor. For AMD/ATI cards you can get OpenCL here.

April 9th, 2013 at 11:48AM

http://bitcoinminer.com/post/47567066247/im-interested-in-getting-a-bfl-mini-rig-sc-and-putting
http://bitcoinminer.com/post/47567066247/im-interested-in-getting-a-bfl-mini-rig-sc-and-putting
http://bitcoinminer.com/post/47557163723/if-i-know-nothing-about-mining-or-computers-for-that
https://www.weusecoins.com/en/mining-guide
http://bitcoinminer.com/post/47554459390/when-i-am-using-guiminer-it-keep-saying-openclminer
http://developer.amd.com/tools/heterogeneous-computing/amd-accelerated-parallel-processing-app-sdk/
http://bitcoinminer.com/post/47553630906/what-time-is-it
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1 note

Party time? It’s good to be a part of the Bitcoin network right now.
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I mine for Bitcoin. I show
what I run under the
hood and what others
who mine Bitcoin are up
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follow @BitcoinMiner
Got something to add?
Feel free to submit a post
of your own.

Archive
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Submit
Search

 asked: How do we get
paid for the bitcoin mining? ive set up
a wallet , the guiminer and registered
with a pool. please explain, im a
noob.

1 note

Anonymous asked: I am running
10.5.8 on MPB1,2 and would like to
do some GPU mining... is this even
possible?

April 9th, 2013 at 7:28AM

While it may depend on the pool, generally you will just need to log into
the pool’s website and add your wallet address to the payout information
area and specify how you want to be paid and how often. Make sure you
are using the correct worker login as well on your mining program so that
it syncs to your account in the pool.

April 9th, 2013 at 7:21AM

While it may be possible, it is not recommended as it will not generate
enough hashing power to mine profitably and laptops do not dissipate

http://bitcoinminer.com/
http://bitcoinminer.com/archive
http://bitcoinminer.com/ask
http://bitcoinminer.com/submit
http://twitter.com/bitcoinminer
http://www.bitcoinminer.com/submit
http://bitcoinminer.com/archive
http://bitcoinminer.com/ask
http://bitcoinminer.com/ask
http://bitcoinminer.com/submit
http://www.butterflylabs.com/
http://bitcoinminer.com/post/47540105413/how-do-we-get-paid-for-the-bitcoin-mining-ive-set-up-a
http://bitcoinminer.com/post/47540105413/how-do-we-get-paid-for-the-bitcoin-mining-ive-set-up-a
http://bitcoinminer.com/post/47540105413/how-do-we-get-paid-for-the-bitcoin-mining-ive-set-up-a
http://bitcoinminer.com/post/47539797008/i-am-running-10-5-8-on-mpb1-2-and-would-like-to-do-some
http://takemybitcoins.tv/
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2 notes

Anonymous asked: I know this isn't
much of a question, but i've read
through what you've previously
answered and would like to say thank
you for the great advice!

Anonymous asked: What do you think
about other crypto-currencies,
especially Litecoin? I mean when
ASIC´s are common what are other
GPU/FPGA miner like you gonna do?
Don´t you think they are the future
then and will grow? And AFAIk is the
2nd biggest, right? I don´t
understand much about the has-
algorythm´s they use and therefore
not much about the hardware they
need. Beside that FPGA is useless for
Litecoin because they need a lot of
memory. Any opinion or advice is

heat as well as dedicated mining rigs, FPGA’s or ASIC’s. Therefore, you
stand more to lose by burning out your Macbook than you do by mining
any coins. Hope that helps!

April 9th, 2013 at 7:17AM

Thank you!

February 20th, 2013 at 6:28AM

http://www.butterflylabs.com/
http://bitcoinminer.com/post/47539797008/i-am-running-10-5-8-on-mpb1-2-and-would-like-to-do-some
http://bitcoinminer.com/post/47539797008/i-am-running-10-5-8-on-mpb1-2-and-would-like-to-do-some
http://bitcoinminer.com/post/47539618600/i-know-this-isnt-much-of-a-question-but-ive-read
http://bitcoinminer.com/post/43565563050/what-do-you-think-about-other-crypto-currencies
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sincerely appreciated. Any clue?

Anonymous asked: why do you
always respond and answer people
who dont know anything about
bitcoin mining and want to start
mining, but yet are way to lazy to
read up and research everything on
their own? it seems like every tom ,
dick, and harry come on here for an
easy answer on what and how to do.
your response to them SHOULD be to
read up more information on the net
because everything they want to
know is on the internet somewhere.
Its kind of a slap in the face to those
miners who have been doing it

I am on pre-order lists for ASICs so my plans are set. I will stick with
BTC for the moment.

February 20th, 2013 at 6:27AM

Isn’t that what they are doing coming to this site? Researching? There is
nothing wrong with answering a question for a newb. What I think you
mean to say is these people will possibly be competing with us some day
and we shouldn’t be encouraging them to get into mining?

I don’t answer every question I get. For example I don’t answer EVERY
question about how much money will be made mining bitcoin. That makes
up about 1/2 the questions asked here.

http://bitcoinminer.com/post/43565520300/why-do-you-always-respond-and-answer-people-who-dont
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Anonymous asked: The Bfl 4.5ghash
worth it? How much can I earn a
month? Now at current difficulty and
say dbl the difficulty?

February 20th, 2013 at 6:24AM

Something to keep your eyes on is the cost of BTC.  It’s rising steadily
right now and if it keeps going up, mining will be profitable.

January 31st, 2013 at 3:26PM

Unimpressed by Avalon
It’s been all over the Bitcoin blogosphere lately: Avalon has shipped
their first ASIC processors and Jeff Garzik has plugged in the very
first rig and verified it hashes at (and even a little above) the
advertised rate.

I should probably be a lot more excited by this, but for reasons I
can’t quite put my finger on I’m just not. Maybe it’s the prospect of
smaller sleeker ASICs that use less power and put out less noise
and heat just around the corner. Maybe it’s Avalon’s relatively tiny
batch size of 300 rigs at a time - barely enough to even double the
difficulty. Maybe it’s that the thing just looks and feels way too
much like my big ugly GPU rigs that had my wife on the verge of
tears more than once. Maybe it’s all of the above, but I just can’t
get excited about Avalon’s ASIC rig.

Don’t get me wrong, it’s revolutionary - 60GH/s for $1,200 is
amazing even if it is the size of a desktop computer (and equally
power-hungry and expensive to ship) and it’s no small feat of
engineering; I sure as hell wouldn’t be able to engineer my own
ASIC. I’m not bitter for having backed the “wrong horse” either -
I’ve got units on order from BFL, but at present Avalon only looks to
have cut my profits in half, which is substantial but not enough for
me to cry over.

As shallow as it may seem, I think I’m having such a hard time
getting excited because the Avalon rig doesn’t really feel like a

http://bitcoinminer.com/post/43565390280/the-bfl-4-5ghash-worth-it-how-much-can-i-earn-a-month
http://bitcoinminer.com/post/41977054962/unimpressed-by-avalon
http://www.butterflylabs.com/
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3 notes

Anonymous asked: can i mine
bitcoins on my phone ?

1 note

Anonymous asked: Hello I Just
Recently discovered bit coin minning i
own a cyber cafe and am looking to
use the pcs on slow days or over
night to generate more income i
curently have 12 rigs set up and
configured them all to work with
Guiminner my pcs dish out a avg of

finished project. There’s nothing functionally wrong with a sheet
metal case and ASIC modules stacked in rows like GPUs - I’d be
thrilled if someone slapped some ASICs onto PCIe cards so I could
get some use out of my old GPU rigs again - but it doesn’t seem like
a professionally made product to me.

It’s probably not reasonable of me to feel this way either, and I’m
honestly quite surprised by my own thoughts on the matter - I’ve
always been one of those build-your-own-PC types who has never
cared how beige the box was as long as there was good stuff in it…
Maybe the universe is telling me I should go buy a Mac?

January 24th, 2013 at 6:56PM

With an android device, yes. Butterflylabs.com has a mining app called
Easy Miner. I have a beta copy installed on my Nexus 7 and mine with an
FPGA single. Lots of cool stuff coming soon.

January 24th, 2013 at 5:31PM

http://bitcoinminer.com/post/41977054962/unimpressed-by-avalon
http://bitcoinminer.com/post/41977054962/unimpressed-by-avalon
http://bitcoinminer.com/post/41411002599/can-i-mine-bitcoins-on-my-phone
http://bitcoinminer.com/post/41411002599/can-i-mine-bitcoins-on-my-phone
http://bitcoinminer.com/post/41411002599/can-i-mine-bitcoins-on-my-phone
http://bitcoinminer.com/post/41403668941/hello-i-just-recently-discovered-bit-coin-minning-i-own
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97.3/Mhash Is this something that is
worth doing? acording to some
bitcoin calculators i really wont be
making anything? Should i take my
12 pcs and connect them to a pool?
sorry im just trying to learn soo much
so fast and u did say ask me any

1 note

 asked: I am thinking
about bit coin mining. My question is
the banking industry as well as the
CIA are seriously looking at utilizing
the program much like PGP was
during it's inception. (I worked in
banking as a tech) Do you feel
knowing this that bit coin mining is
sustainable by independents as open
source environment once aprroved by
various government sectors for use?
(entirely speculative question)

1 note

I wouldn’t go into it any more than as a hobby.  Although, bitcoins are
going up in value.  Connect to a pool.  Eclipsemc.com is a good one.  I
think the value of bitcoin will go to at least $25 by the end of 2013.

January 24th, 2013 at 5:28PM

Everyone has their theories but I don’t buy any of it.  The bitcoin network
is transparent and it would be hard to hide involvement by government or
banking.  There are some extremely smart people involved with Bitcoin.
 Smarter than people in Gov or banking.

http://bitcoinminer.com/post/41403668941/hello-i-just-recently-discovered-bit-coin-minning-i-own
http://bitcoinminer.com/post/41403668941/hello-i-just-recently-discovered-bit-coin-minning-i-own
http://bitcoinminer.com/post/41403479525/i-am-thinking-about-bit-coin-mining-my-question-is-the
http://bitcoinminer.com/post/41403479525/i-am-thinking-about-bit-coin-mining-my-question-is-the
http://eclipsemc.com/
http://bitcoinminer.com/post/41403479525/i-am-thinking-about-bit-coin-mining-my-question-is-the
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